Living Legacy Tree
Choose a tree special to your loved one, and
plant in a location of your choice

Creating new life
from the ashes

Infuse your tree sapling roots with
organically-treated cremated remains

Connect your loved ones story with our
Living Legacy app on itunes

200 trees are planted locally and abroad to
replace breaths taken in a lifetime

Friends and family can commemorate a
person’s memory with a gift card of trees

“

“

If we can connect with the
longevity of trees, then the baton
that we hand to the next generation
is spiritually significant.
COSTA GEORGIADIS

Living Legacy Tree
Memorialisation orders
To learn more, visit our website and order your
LivingLegacyTree Memorialisation today.
livinglegacytree.com
+613 9592 4412
facebook.com/livinglegacyforest

Restoring the circle of life

Living memorial
for generations
When loved ones pass away,
the memories of their lives need
to be shared and carry through
generations to come.

A science of change

Living Legacy Tree Memorialisation

Living Legacy has developed an organic process
that unlocks the trapped nutrients from cremated
remains, resulting in a beneficial natural additive that
promotes growth.

Living Legacy provides you with all the essential
ingredients and instructions to organically convert
cremated remains into the active nutrients for your
memorialisation tree.

In their natural state, cremated remains are unable
to support life in a growing tree.

Our memorialisation system also includes planting
directions and a laser-cut plaque.

Our process has been scientifically proven to
increase strong tree growth and soil health.

Preparation of the cremated remains is a simple
process of combining our unique Living Legacy
formulation. The resulting mixture is infused into the
roots of a tree sapling when planting takes place.

The treated ashes of up to four family members can
be safely infused into a memorial tree over time.

At Living Legacy, we have developed a unique
memorialisation process enabling you to safely
transform cremated ashes of a loved one into
life-giving nourishment for a growing tree.
Trees are a powerful link in the circle of
life, revitalising the air that we breathe and
standing tall as a mark of respect that can be
touched for generations to come.
You can now plant a living landmark, where
family and friends can come to celebrate the
new life that a past life has created.

Restoring the circle of life

